
Reed-Custer Middle School 

8th Grade Language Arts 

Unit 2:  Short Stories 

Can all Conflicts be resolved? 

   

By the end of Unit 2 students will be expected to: 

Reading Skills-   

 Identify types of conflict in literature:  internal and external 

 Cite textual evidence to support claims 

 Determine theme (implied, stated, universal) in literature 

 Compare and Contrast story elements in literary works and experiences. 

 Determine how setting contributes to the overall meaning of a story:  establishment of mood and author’s 
tone. 

 Compare and contrast characters:  perspective/point of view 

 Compare a summary to an original piece of text. 

 Analyze a character’s actions to determine type of character:  dynamic and static/round and flat 

 Make inferences using details/evidence from the text. 

 Identify how symbols/symbolism enhance text meaning and theme. 

 Evaluate the treatment of persuasive appeals by analyzing persuasive techniques. 

Writing Skills- 

 Conduct short focused research using multiple sources (including technology) to extract 

knowledge and answer questions in a specific written format. 

 Write an informative essay based on long term research (Research a college, military branch, 

trade school, or university). 

 Cite multiple sources in correct MLA format 

 Apply rules of Standard English in writing with a focus on the correct usage of verbs. 

 Craft a review of a book, televisions program, film, etc. 

 Summarize an article, essay, story, etc. in writing. 

Vocabulary Skills- 

 Identify word affixes to determine the meaning of unknown words: 

 de-         -ee  -ity   

-nounc- /-nunc-       -mis                -per 

 

 Identify and apply weekly vocabulary words-  

(Define, spell, part of speech, application in reading, speaking and writing) 

*argument *compromise  *injury  *insecurity *interact  *irritate    *mislead  *negotiate 

               *oppose   *reaction   *solution  *stalemate  *victorious  *viewpoint   *violence 

Speaking and Listening Skills- 

 Engage in appropriate conversations with peers and adults. 

 Present final research to classmates (Power Point, Prezi, etc.) 


